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Vienna Symphonic Library Switches from eLicenser to iLok
All Vienna products now authorized through PACE’s iLok License Management solution
Vienna, March 17, 2022 – The Vienna Symphonic Library is excited to announce their transition
from the eLicenser platform to PACE’s iLok License Management system. Starting today, all of
the company’s library and software products can only be authorized through iLok. Customers
have the option to choose between activating their registered products on the iLok Key or in the
iLok Cloud without a physical USB key. To celebrate this important transition, the Austrian
company offers discounts on all of their products, across the entire catalog.
To help customers with the conversion of their licenses and products to iLok, Vienna’s software
developers have created the Vienna Assistant, a software tool that makes downloading and
installing products easy and convenient.
To prevent congestion, Vienna Symphonic Library is managing the conversion of its users’
licenses to iLok in stages, like boarding a plane in groups. Priority will be given to users who
purchase now or have purchased recently.
eLicenser authorized software and library products will keep on working on existing systems.
Existing Vienna Protection Plans that cover eLicensers will continue to be active for the rest of
their term. Customers can use their eLicenser licenses as long as they like, and as long as the
eLicenser Control Center and the latest available eLicenser compatible VSL software and
libraries are running under their computers’ operating systems.
Once Steinberg’s eLicenser License Server shuts down, license downloads to and license
transfers between ViennaKeys/USB eLicensers will no longer be possible. But even after the
eLicenser License Server has gone, users will be able to use Vienna’s eLicenser authorized
products on their computers, with their USB eLicenser plugged in.
However, it is not possible to use both the eLicenser and the iLok version of a software
application (e.g., Vienna Synchron Player) on the same computer. Therefore Vienna Symphonic
Library recommends to convert all registered Vienna products to iLok as soon as possible.

Vienna Symphonic Library Celebrates Switch to iLok

About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample library
developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual orchestral music
production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use. Vienna Instruments and the
Synchron Series libraries, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU,
VST, and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles, from their
flagship string libraries Synchron Strings Pro and Synchron Elite Strings, Synchron Pianos including
concert grands by Bösendorfer, Yamaha, Steinway and Blüthner, to special instruments such as the Great
Rieger Organ of the Vienna Konzerthaus, historic wind instruments, drums and percussion, and even
distorted guitar. Acclaimed software products include the Vienna Synchron Player, Vienna Instruments
Pro, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an
entirely new venture: Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that
accommodates orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and
revolutionary approaches with state-of-the-art recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
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